
Home Group Leader’s Notes  
Week of October 16, 2022 
2 Corinthians 16 
 
Sermon Series: A Transforming Journey 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
For chapters 10-12, Paul will be challenging the Corinthian believers to continue to follow the gospel 
and teaching of Jesus as presented by Paul. For much of this section, Paul will be revealing his 
credentials as an Apostle of Jesus Christ.  

This is quite relevant to the church in today’s world where people are choosing their “own truth,” 
where churches are drifting away from the revealed Word of God, and where church leaders are 
followed for the wrong reason and then drift into error.  

MISUNDERSTOOD 
Have you had a time when you were misrepresented or misunderstood? How did that feel? What did 
you do about it?  

Most of us have had someone say things about us that are either not true or they have misunderstood 
something we have done or said. This is what happened to Paul in the Corinthian church.  

When that has happened to me, I am both hurt and wanting to defend myself. In some cases, I have 
had to meet with someone to correct the misunderstanding.  

LET’S LEARN FROM GOD’S WORD 
Paul is the author of this letter written to the churches meeting in Corinth. In this week’s passage, Paul 
addresses three things very important to today’s churches: (1) The need for healthy leadership, (2) the 
danger of self-promotion in the church, and (3) the mistake of choosing to follow leaders because of 
cleverness or skills instead of the evidence of the work of God. Ready to dig in? Begin by reading 2 
Corinthians 10.  

In this chapter, Paul responds to accusations by unhealthy people who have infiltrated the church. 
What do we learn about these people from this chapter? From 11:4?  

• That there were people accusing Paul of weaknesses and therefore that he was not qualified to 
instruct and direct the churches 

• People were boasting about themselves and what they had achieved 
• That people were choosing to follow people who superior in their ability to speak or had a 

better appearance in their leadership 
What accusations or criticisms are implied in this chapter?  

• That Paul was cowardly about dealing with people who needed correction.  
• That Paul was dealing with people from his own power (the flesh, the world)  
• That Paul didn’t punish acts of disobedience when they occurred 
• That Paul did not have the appearance of an Apostle or good leader (in his speaking, 

authoritative, etc.) 
• That Paul shouldn’t be someone that they should follow because he wasn’t endorsed by God 

and was out of his territory where he had permission to lead 



How does Paul respond to the accusation of being a leader who is too timid or cowardly to deal with 
known sin? (We know this from First Corinthians) (1-6) 

• Paul wanted to lead more like Jesus who was humble, meek, and gentle. They were mistaking 
this for weakness.  

• Paul was criticized for not dealing more harshly with people living by the standards of this 
world. However, Paul insisted that he did not fight the strongholds of this world with weapons 
of the flesh but with divine power.  

• He insisted that he would be ready to punish the offenders if needed, but not if the Corinthians 
did not accept him as an Apostle of Christ.  

Paul hated to have to boast, but the recipients were being led astray by people who claimed to have 
authority. How does Paul answer or respond to the need for his credentials? (7-11)  

They were judging by outward appearances rather than the credentials given by Christ. The Lord Jesus 
called and commissioned Paul. He was intentionally not trying to throw his weight around. His goal was 
to build up people. Therefore, rather than challenge people in person, he wrote letters to address the 
issues. If the issues were not resolved before his next visit, then he would take actions that are more 
forceful.  

1 Corinthians 4:21 What do you prefer? Shall I come to you with a whip, or in love and with a gentle spirit? 

According to Paul, what should be the test of authentic authority in the church? What is NOT? (7-11) 

Authority is given by the Lord. It can be recognized because (1) they follow His life and teachings, (2) 
the results should be that people are built up, (3) they should be living the way that they are 
speaking/teaching, (4) they work in in the power of God and not their own flesh, and (5) they should be 
following the gospel that Paul is teaching.   

Paul seems to be quoting his critics in verse ten. How does he respond to their accusation? (11)  

In verse 12, Paul uses what appears to be irony – that he would not dare compare himself to these 
other leaders (false teacher, false apostles). However, there were is a few issues that needed to be 
recognized. They were . . .  

• Comparing themselves by their own measurements / standards 
• They are commending themselves 
• They are boasting about what they have accomplished  
• They are being territorial 
• They are claiming that Paul has gone beyond his “limits” by preaching in Corinth 

Some believe that Paul was not a flashy or clever speaker. What is to be the source of true power or 
influence as a speaker?  

1 Corinthians 1:17 “For Christ did not send me to baptize, but to preach the gospel-- not with words of 
human wisdom, lest the cross of Christ be emptied of its power.” 

I Corinthians 2:2-5 “For I resolved to know nothing while I was with you except Jesus Christ and him 
crucified.  3 I came to you in weakness and fear, and with much trembling.  4 My message and my 
preaching were not with wise and persuasive words, but with a demonstration of the Spirit's power,     
5 so that your faith might not rest on men's wisdom, but on God's power. 



2 Corinthians 3:5 “Not that we are competent in ourselves to claim anything for ourselves, but our 
competence comes from God.” 

2 Corinthians 11:6 “I may not be a trained speaker, but I do have knowledge.” 

Note: Paul is addressing his credentials because of their insistence. He will continue doing so 
throughout chapters 10-12. His reason for “boasting” (a word used 29 times in this letter) of his 
credentials is because he cares about them and the dangers of the false teachers among them. Some 
believe that Paul is using irony in verse 12:  “We do not dare to classify or compare ourselves with some 
who commend themselves. When they measure themselves by themselves and compare themselves 
with themselves, they are not wise.”  In a paraphrase of verse 12, J. B. Phillips wrote, "Of course, we 
shouldn't dare include ourselves in the same class as those who write their own testimonials, or even 
to compare ourselves with them!”  

Why might Paul have used such strong language?  

Paul rarely spoke harshly. However, he knew the danger of allowing the false teachers / false apostles 
to continue influencing the church and called out the truth of their actions.  

What was Paul’s view of boasting? (13-17) 
Paul hated to talk about himself in this way. He considered it foolish and usually would not entertain 
the idea. However, he was glad to boast of Christ (17) and what God had done through His people (15). 
He also reported what God had assigned him (13). 

What was Paul’s attitude and purpose of his ministry? (15-16) 
Paul wanted to fulfill the commission given him by the Lord to build up churches. This included the 
planting (starting) as well as the growth of their faith (15). He was also glad that other workers were 
engaged (15). He did not want to limit his calling to one area. Instead, he hoped to continue planting 
and building up other churches even further that Corinth (16).  
 
What was Paul’s summary for one’s credentials? (18)  
The most essential credential is the commendation of the Lord.  
 

DISCUSS TOGETHER 
This passage is about Paul’s qualifications and credentials as a ministry leader. This study began with 
three topics: (1) The need for healthy leadership, (2) the danger of self-promotion in the church, and 
(3) the mistake of choosing to follow leaders because of cleverness or skills instead of the evidence of 
the work of God. Let’s discuss topics that follow.  

What is healthy leadership in ministry? According to this passage, what kind of people qualify for 
leadership in God’s ministry?  
As leadership is being questioned everywhere, it is has always been an important question in church. 
The purpose of this question is to allow people to share and compare notes. (We could, of course, look 
to 1 Timothy 3 and Titus 1 for qualifications of any elder.)  
As you discuss this question, it is important to note what we American believers deem important as 
compared to what Paul will reveal in these chapters (10-12). I wonder if their list would include a 
willingness to suffer (cf. chapter 11).  



Paul seems to degrade some abilities or qualities of a leader. What are the things that we, in American 
churches, tend to look for in a leader? How do these compare to what Paul shared in chapter ten?  
We tend to look at their ability to speak, lead, know how to grow the church, etc. So many people 
choose their church based on the speaking abilities of the pastor.  
Paul gave the impression (in several places) that he was not an eloquent speaker.  
As we will soon be in a Pastor Search, it will be interesting to see our choices.  
 
What are some ways that we tend to self-promote (v.12)? How is criticism of others a form of self-
promotion? What other forms does it take?  

We like to share with people what we have accomplished, people we know, experiences we have had, etc.  
We also sometimes assign ourselves to positions of leadership.  
Criticism is a way of saying that we could do it better or that we know others who can do something 
better. It is a form of self-promoting ourselves to be the JUDGE of others.  
 

PLEASE PRAY 
• Please pray and invite people to our upcoming events: Halloween Hoopla, Women’s Christmas 

Celebration, Children’s Christmas Musical, etc.  
• Please pray for people and churches in difficult places and God’s ministry to them (areas of 

great need of food, etc., suffering in Ukraine, persecuted church around the world) 
• Please pray for our family who have suffered the loss of loved ones and the widows and 

orphans in our worlds 
 

I am praying that you know the commendation of the Lord as you love and care for His people.  

Steve 

 


